A label-free DNA-templated silver nanocluster probe for fluorescence on-off detection of endonuclease activity and inhibition.
Endonuclease cleavage of DNA plays an important role in biological and medicinal chemistry. This study aimed to develop a reliable and sensitive method for nuclease activity assay by combining the high specificity of DNA cleavage reactions with ultrahigh fluorescence turn-on abilities of guanine-rich (G-rich) DNA sequences in proximity to silver nanoclusters (Ag NCs). The DNA-templated Ag NC (DNA-Ag NC) probe with endonuclease recognition sequence consists of NC and a G-rich probe. The NC probe was designed by adding Ag NC nucleation sequence at the 5'-end. The G-rich probe is the complementary DNA sequence modified by adding a G-rich overhang sequence at the 3'-end. Thus, the fluorescence of DNA-Ag NC probe was activated because of DNA hybridization. When these DNA-Ag NC probes were exposed to the targeted endonucleases, specific DNA cleavages occurred, and pieces of G-rich DNA fragments separated from Ag NCs, resulting in fluorescence turn-off. The endonuclease activity was quantified by monitoring the change in the fluorescence intensity. Detection was demonstrated by assaying EcoRI activity. Under optimized conditions, the fluorescence reduction efficiency was linear with the EcoRI concentration in the range of 5.0×10(-4) U μL(-1) to 3.0×10(-3) U μL(-1), with a detection limit of 3.5×10(-4) U μL(-1), which is much better than or at least comparable with that in previous reports. The potential application of the proposed method for screening endonuclease inhibitors was also demonstrated. The presented assay protocol proved to be convenient, effective, sensitive, and easy in preparing the fluorescent probe.